Websites and HTML5/CSS

Website:

Web Browser:
e.g.:

URL(Class):

Search Engine(Class):
e.g.:

World Wide Web:
Difference from the “internet”? (Class)
Who invented it(Reading)?

HTML(Class only, we’re using HTML5 and the book doesn’t)
HTML abbreviation:
What is it used for?
What is Hypertext?

Basic HTML terminology[http://www.cse.sc.edu/~oreillyj/tagsElementsAttributes.html]:

- Tag:
- Element:

Void Elements (http://www.cse.sc.edu/~oreillyj/voidElements.html)

- Attribute:
- Inside/Outside/Nesting(Class):
HTML5 Skeleton (http://www.cse.sc.edu/~oreillyj/kd/html5.html):

- DOCTYPE:
- `<html>`
- `<head>`
- `<title>`
- `<meta>`

    Metadata:
- `<body>`

Elements (http://www.cse.sc.edu/~oreillyj/kd/knowledgeDump.html#XHTML):

- `<a>` Anchor:
    Often referred to as(2): ____________or________________
    href attribute:
- `<h1>`, `<h2>`, ..., `<h6>` Headings:
- `<p>` Paragraph:
- `<br>` Break:

    Void Element:
- `<img>` Image:
    Don’t forget:
    1. src attribute:
    2. alt attribute:

- Lists:
  `<ul>` Unordered List:
  `<ol>` Ordered List:
  `<li>` List Item:

    What goes in between list items inside a list?